
 

 

 

 

 

 

2016 Summer Reading Program  

 

                               “Let’s get wild”  

With  

Lac La Biche County Libraries  

 

 

 

 

 

 



***Please Read*** 
 

Please remember the schedule on each program isn’t to be followed exactly as I 

have it. The purpose of the time schedule is only to show you what needs to come 

next if you ever get stuck in the middle of a program and can’t remember what was 

planned next 

 

At every program you should have a table set up along the wall with 10-15 books 

on display that encompass that week’s theme. The list of books for each program 

will be with the programming sheets, if I have ordered any books from another 

library they will be on my desk with a note saying that week’s title.  

 

Always have extra colouring pages handy, some children may finish early. The 

colouring sheets will be with the programming sheets. Please keep one of each of 

the colouring pages as the “original” 

 

If any of the children finish early and don’t want to colour they may read the books 

on display or go and explore the library, they are NOT to leave the library unless 

the parent/guardian is with them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Week 1. Wednesday July 6th, 2016 

Title: Sprinkles the clown 

“Little Red Riding Hoods Magical Adventure” 

 

Presenter day! 

 

Sprinkles will be at Plamondon at 10am  

And  

Stuart MacPherson at 2pm  

 

Contact info:  

Phone (780) 872-1288 

Email - sprinklesclown@yahoo.ca  

 

  



 

Week 2. Wednesday July 13th, 2016 

Title: “Where the Wild Things Are” 

 

Program Schedule  

2:00pm – 2:20pm Read “Where the wild things are”    

2:20pm – 2: 30pm Go over the book and discuss with the children what they thought of it.  

2:30pm – 2:40pm explain the craft ideas to the group and show example of each craft. Split the 

group into two separate groups and have them start at a table each.  

2:40pm 3:10pm each group should be done at the first table assigned to them, have them switch 

to the other table to do the other craft.  

3:10pm – 3:40 pm this is time for the groups to finish their crafts.  

3:40pm – 4:00pm If anyone is done early they can do colouring pages or explore the library.  

 

 

*These times are only a guide line, they are not the exact time for everything. They are there * 

to help you through the program and know what needs to come next. 

 

Prep needed for ATB room: 

In the ATB room roll out one large rug, put it in the middle of the room. This will be where you 

will be reading “where the wild things are” to the group.  

 In the ATB room put together two long tables at each ends of the room. Put out ten black chairs 

around each set of tables.  

On one group of tables put out the “crown” making craft and at the other put out the “monster 

mask” craft.  

All your materials for the crafts should be set out and ready to use before the program starts  

 

 



 

“Crown” crafts 

 

           Materials Needed: 

 2 different felt colours, that look good together 

 Glue gun 

 Elastic 

 Embellishments (jewels, buttons, etc.) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Directions: 

1. Cut each piece of felt into two 3 1/2 inch strips the length of the felt-- felt is typically 

about 11 inches long. (You’ll have 4 strips) 

2. Glue the two felt strips together using the hot glue gun. (Younger children should be 

supervised)  

3. With the two strips together cut small triangle shapes out, this makes the points of the 

crown.  

4. At this point you can have the group put anything they want on their crowns. When they 

are finished decorating their crowns, put the crown around their head to measure the 

length the crown has to be.  

5. Take a small length of elastic and glue it to the ends of the felts  

 



Monster Masks  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prep materials: 

 Cut out horns, teeth, eyes, noses, hair pieces, before starting.  They should all be 

different  

 Put all the different pieces into separate containers on the table for the group to choose 

from 

 

Materials needed:  

 Coloured paper plates  

 Different colours of construction paper  

 Popsicle sticks  

 Glue  

 

Directions:  

1. Have the group choose a coloured plate 

2. They can make their monster face however they want  

3. Once they are done glue a popsicle stick to the bottom 



Week 3. Wednesday July 20th, 2016  

Title: Survival Training 

 

Presenter day!  

  

Alberta Parks 

 

Brittney  

Office Number: (780)623-0584 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Week 4. July 27th, 2016 

Title: Wild Hacking  

 

 

Program Schedule: 

2:00pm – 3:00pm have the group make the CD coasters  

3:00pm – 4:00pm have the group work on the shirt bag  

 

Prep for the ATB room: 

 Table and chairs  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CD Coaster  

 

 

Prep Materials  

 Smooth rocks or glass  

 Hot glue gun  

 Felt  

 Scissors  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prep needed: 

The CD’s are on my desk in a white bag put them in the ATB room before you start the program  

 

Directions: 

1. Cut out a piece of felt the size of the CD, glue it to the CD covering the middle hole  

2. Next glue your rocks/glass to the felt, being sure to keep them tight together so no gaps 

show 

3. Let sit to dry for a few minuets  

 



Reuse old shirts                                                                                                            

1. Cut off the arms of the 

shirt this will become the 

handles of the bag 

2. Next cut thin strips at the 

bottom of the shirt 

3. Tie the strips together  

4. You can leave the ends to 

dangle or turn the shirt inside 

out to hide the strips 

 

 

 



Week 5. Wednesday August 3rd, 2016 

Title: Dive in  

 

Program Schedule:  

2:00pm - 2:15pm explain the day’s crafts and games you will be doing for that day  

2:15pm – 3:00pm this should give everyone plenty of time to complete the days craft  

3:00pm – 3: 30pm Time to move onto the game “night fishing”  

3:30pm – 4:00pm for the last little bit ask if they would prefer to keep playing or sit and 

read a story.  

 

Prep needed for ATB room: 

Set up your display of books for the day’s theme on a table, next to the door.  

Set up two tables at the far end of the room, one for each of your crafts.  

Set out your crafts so they are ready to go for when your group shows up.  

 

 



“Tides in a bottle” Crafts  

 

Materials needed:  

 Clear plastic or glass bottles or jars with lids 

 Water 

 Food colouring 

 Clear or lightly coloured oil such as baby oil or olive oil 

 Duct or masking tape 

 Funnel 

 Beads, marbles or small shells 

Prep needed:  

You will need to find and clean bottles and jars removing any labels. 

Directions: 

1. Fill a jug with water. Add a few drops of food colouring and mix. A deep, dark colour shows 

off better in the bottle but experiment with different colours. 

2. using the funnel, pour the coloured water from the jug into a bottle, filling it halfway. 

3. If adding beads, marbles or small shells, drop a few into the bottle. 

4. Use the funnel again to slowly pour the oil into the same bottle. Be careful not to create any 

bubbles (tilt the bottle slightly and allow the oil to pour in along the inner sides to prevent 

bubbles from forming). Fill the bottle to the very top. 

5. Put the lid back on the bottle and close it tight. Seal it with tape. 

6. Hold the bottle on its side with a hand on each end. Tilt the ends gently up and down. Be 

gentle with it and do not shake the bottle! The oil and water may separate into bubbles, ruining 

the effect. 

 

 



“Ocean drum” 

 
Materials needed: 

 Paper or plastic disposable dinner plates  

 Filling: small beads, dry beans, rice, or ball bearings  

 Liquid glue  

 Duct or masking tape  

 Scissors  

 Various art supplies for decoration (paint, foam cut-outs, etc.)  

Directions:  

1. Prepare kits so that each participant has two plates and a small cup of filling materials.  

2. Pour the cup of filling onto one plate to cover about one-quarter to one-third of the 

surface. Carefully trace the edge of the second plate with a thin line of glue.  

3. Flip over the second plate and place it on top of the first plate, aligning the edges. It will 

look like a tambourine. Secure the edges all the way around with strips of tape.  

4. Decorate the drums using the art supplies.  

 

 

 

 



Night fishing  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prep:  

Paper fish can be prepared in advance using the card stock, colouring items, paperclips and 

scissors. Draw and cut out the fish in different shapes and sizes. Add paper clips around the 

edges of each fish. The more paper clips attached to the fish, the easier the game.  

Have scarves or something to blind fold the children with handy  

 

Directions: 

1. Divide the participants into teams of two. Have them decide who will do the fishing and 

who will be the guide.  

2. Lay the fish in the middle of the floor.  

3. Give rods to the people who will fish. Have them stand near the fish so that they are 

within reach of the fish, if they were to hold their rod out. Have them put on their 

blindfolds.  

4. When the game begins, the guides give verbal directions to their blindfolded teammates 

about where to move their rods and when to lower them so that the magnet catches a 

paperclip on one of the fish.  

5. When the blindfolded teammates “catch” a fish, they reel it in. Their guide removes it 

and then they can continue fishing.  

6. When time runs out, or when all the fish are gone, tally the score.  

 



Week 6. Wednesday August 10th, 2016 

Title: Duct tape  

 

Program schedule: 

2:00pm – 2:15pm show the group a clip from myth busters about duct tape boat they built, it 

should be on YouTube.  

2:15pm – 3:15pm set out the duct tape and have the kids build their own boats.  

3:15pm – 4:00pm bring the kids over to where you have the tub of water set up and let the kids 

put their boats in the water. Slowly add rocks to each kid’s boat until there is only one left.  

 

Prep needed: 

 Have the programing computer set up to the smart board before everyone arrives.  

 Put your bin of duct tape to one side to grab it later.  

 Put towels down and fill one of the clear plastic bins half way with water. Cover ii with a 

sheet so the kids don’t play with it until it’s needed.  

 Tables and chairs are needed as well  

 

Materials  

 Scissors 

 Cardboard  

 Permanent markers     

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



Week 7. Wednesday August 17th, 2016 

Title: Wild Patterns 

 

Program schedule: 

2:00pm – 2:40pm have group make head band animal ears  

2:40pm – 3:00pm have them make the perler bead craft. This may take a while hence the longer 

time slot.  

 

Prep needed for ATB room: 

 Set up table and chairs  

 Have the crafts out on the tables ready to go.  

 Plug in your irons but don’t turn them on until ready to use.  

 The perler beads are in the back room on Joanne’s shelf in a clear plastic bin.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Perler Bead craft  

 

 

Directions: 

1. Working on a hard flat surface, create your design by placing beads one at a time on a 

perler pegboard 

2. Have an adult preheat a dry household iron to the medium setting.  

3. Cover the beads with wax paper. Keeping the iron level gently iron the beads in a circular 

motion for 10-20 seconds to fuse the beads evenly  

4. Once the design is cool peel off the wax paper. Gently lift your design from the reusable 

pegboard and flip the design over onto your ironing surface 

5. Cover the new side with wax paper and iron again for 10-20 seconds.  

 

Materials needed: 

 Iron 

 Wax paper  

 Scissors  

 

Prep needed: 

Make sure your iron is on and ready to go 

Have preprinted designs for the kids to follow 

 



Head band craft  

 

 

Prep Needed: 

Cut out different types of ears from construction paper or print off different cut outs and let the 

kids decide  

You will have plain headbands the children can choose what they want to put on their own 

headband 

Show them different kinds of ears  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Week 8. Wednesday August 24th, 2016 

Title: Guess who? 

 

Program Schedule: 

2:00pm – 2:30 play animal sounds and have the children try and guess who the sound belongs to.  

2:30pm – 3:30pm next is the game of charades. The kids get a card with an animal on it then 

they have to act out that animal for the others to guess what they are. Make sure everyone gets a 

chance to act out an animal.  

 

Prep needed for ATB room: 

 Set up the smart board using the programming laptop  

 The video is on YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=clFO9vd_rNI 

 Roll out one of the big mats the group will sit on the mat while you play the sound video  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=clFO9vd_rNI


Week 9. Wednesday August 31, 3016 

 

PARTY DAY!!!!!! 

 

This will be the day to hand in the reading logs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


